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A SPECIAL AREA  - FOR BOTH HUMAN 
AND NATURAL LIFE



Restoration of robustness and resilience, with 
nature and the landscape as the basis for 
both ecological and economic functions 

as for the livability of the inhabitants
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The stimulation – within the limits of nature – 
of sustainable economic development, 

large scale in specialized zones and small 
scale in culturally valuable rural 

landscapes
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Sustainable development
fundamentally aims for the coherent

treatment of 
ecological, 

social-cultural, 
and economical treasures
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WADDEN ACADEMY (KNAW)

The identification of interdisciplinary knowledge gaps for the 
sustainable development of the relevant research topics for 

the Wadden area

Stimulating and organizing  a coherent, long term research 
programme on a regional, national and international level

Promoting the information facilities and knowledge development 
between science, government, business and society



Social-science perspective

Humans shouldn’t be considered as an exogene factor with 
mostly negative influence on a physical result on natural 

processes

Wadden area is at first a social-cultural area, with century-
to-millennia old history

Social Science and Cultural Historic research is both in 
volume and in importance underrepresented



Natural sciences are mostly in an impossible 
position to judge only about the natural 

development of the area

Judgement of the ‘Raad van Staten’ 
concerning mussel seed: an extreme 

example of this position. Because natural 
science is asked to prove the absence of 

any negative effect
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...  the Wadden Sea Area to develop into an incubator for widely 
applicable integrated knowledge of sustainable development of a 
coastal area, in which natural values are a key element and form 
the foundations on which to base the local and regional economy.

...  The region is becoming a meeting place for scientists from the 
Netherlands and other countries, administrators, policymakers and 
management bodies. Together, they are seeking sustainable and 
innovative solutions based on interdisciplinary knowledge.

...  By 2020, the trilateral Wadden Sea Region will be the best 
monitored and best understood coastal system in the world.
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•it shows a combination of two or more disciplines with the 
emphasis on feedbacks and interactions.. 

•it focuses attention on the interactions between space and time 
scales and on the accumulation of processes, interventions and 
impacts at interacting scales…

•it is based on the co-production of knowledge in which 
knowledge demands are generated, knowledge is used and 
generated in close interaction between scientists, practitioners and 
policymakers (engaged scholarship)
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•Deeper subsurface
detailed knowledge of the geological composition and 

structure of the subsurface and physical-chemical properties of 
rocks, faults and fluids in the subsurface

•Evolution of the Wadden Sea Region
a reconstruction of the morphological development of the 

Wadden Sea Region

•Morphodynamics
better understanding of the sediment balance (sand&silt), 

including the impact of sand suppletions and the role of biobuilders; 
A description of the development of tidal inlet systems
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•Better understanding of the processes on which the food web is 
based
•Paleoecological reconstruction
•Comparative research on other tidal flat systems
•Non-trophic interactions, including the dynamics of biobuilders.
•The exchange with coast and rivers of nutrients and organic 
material.
•The role as an international system of breeding and wintering 
areas for migratory birds.
•Effects of global change
•How to preserve and develop natural values while the 
underlying conditions are changing.
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Gain an insight into...
•the way in which residents of the region live their lives and earn their 
living and into the way in which visitors regard the region and make 
use of it;
•the way in which people developed their way of life over time and how 
they used the natural resources that the region offered; the impact it 
has on the region's natural values;
•the nature and interaction of "random memory" and disciplined history 
in the Wadden Sea Region;
•the historical development of the way in which the region is 
represented and valued
• the social and political organisation of sustainable future for the 
region.
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•To gain an insight into trends in the regional economic situation in 
terms of manufacturing, sectoral structure, employment, the working 
and general populations and sustainability in the present, past and 
future

•develop regional economic models which can calculate how the 
Wadden Sea Region can adapt itself to global trends in the economy 
(& a crisis) and  external developments such as climate change

•study how to provide sufficient employment and income and a 
pleasant social climate for residents of the region and care for the 
region’s natural and scenic values, which are also enjoyed by visitors

•further develop the social cost-benefit analysis (SCBA) as a 
policy- and decision-making tool
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• greenhouse gas emissions from the Wadden Sea Area
• impacts of climate change
• adaptation and mitigation strategies

• monitoring data
• climate scenario’s
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2 Wadden 

N ature
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1 Wadden 

C lim ate
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3 Wadden

Well-being
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A  P ast Wadden
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B  Wadden M onitor
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C  Wadden Future
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a Wadden E xpert
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b World Wadden
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Interdisciplinary
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E ffective interactive 

know ledge supply 

and dem and

C onncection in space 

and tim e scales
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•multidisciplinary teams were formed around each knowledge programme 
and each integrated demand-driven project

•each team will be responsible for developing the programme or project in 
an implementation plan

•the plan will contain a description of the social demand, the scientific 
approach, a summary of subprojects, an completion schedule and budget

•The first versions of the implementation plans will be presented 
on 7 October 2009 in Rotterdam
 



THE WADDEN ACADEMY INVITES 
YOU TO  WORK TOGETHER ON AN 
INTEGRATED WADDEN SCIENCE

www.waddenacademie.knaw.nl 


